
Small carousel card
Materials:
- Craftables: CR1219 (English house - 

window), CR1224 (Christmas tree) and 
CR1236 (carousel)

- Creatable: LR206 (ivy)
- Decoupage sheets: Snoesjes 3DHM046 and 

3DHM048
- Card: white and anthracite
- Pretty Paper blocs: PB7040 (Scandinavian 

Winter) and PK9089 (Beautiful 
Butterfl ies)

- Lace and ribbon

Method
Cut/emboss the carousel template four times 
from anth  racite card, score the two sides and 
make a diagonal crease. Cut white card into 
fi ve 9 x 5.2 cm rectangles and trim them into 
a semi-circular shape. Stick the bottom parts 
to these rectangles. Layer design paper onto 
all sides and stick lace between the card and 
the design paper. Stick one end of two lengths 
of ribbon between the card and the design 
paper of the front and reverse side. Cut out 
the Snoesjes, make them 3D and attach them 
to the card with a cut-out window, trees and 
ivy. Cut/emboss two small back supports from 
white card and attach them to the front and 
reverse side of the card.
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Patroon kleine carrouselkaart
10 x 7 cm

Small carousel card
10 x 7 cm



Big carousel card
Materials:
- Craftables: CR1236 (carousel)
- Creatables: LR204 (bird and birdhouse), 

LR0234 (square by Petra), LR0235 
(small oval by Petra), LR0256 en LR0257 
(branches and spiral shaped fl owers)

- Collectables: COL1307 (hearts)
- Kraft cardstock
- Decoupage sheets: Snoesjes 3DHM045 and
 3DHM048
- Pretty Paper blocs: PB7040 (Scandinavian 

Winter), PK9081 (Sweet Summer) and 
PK9088 (Fancy Flowers)

- Lace and ribbon

Method
Cut/emboss the carousel template four times 
from kraft cardstock, sc  ore the two sides and 
make a diagonal crease. Cut fi ve 9 x 9 cm 
squares from kraft cardstock. Layer design 
paper and a length of lace onto both sides. 
St  ick one end of two lengths of lace between 
the card and the design paper of   the front and 
reverse side. Cut out the Snoesjes, make them 
3D and attach them to the card with cut-
out frames, branches and birds. Attach the 
bottom pieces to the square cards. Cut/embos 
the small back supports from kraft cardstock 
card and attach them to the front and reverse 
side of the card.
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